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Lu Yuan also collected Hei Gangjin's inheritance crystal and 100 drops of

moonstone essence.

With these 100 drops, he now has 139 drops of Moonstone Essence.

As for Yueshi Linglu, Lu Yuan had already absorbed all of it before.

At this moment, it is already difficult for him to continue to absorb, these
moonstone essences will be retained for a while, and then absorbed.

absorbed these 139 moonstone essences, even if he didn't reach 100%
tempering degree, he could almost reach 90%.

At that time, he can prepare to break the genetic lock and upgrade to the

first-order warrior level.

This speed is much faster than Lu Yuan originally thought.

"Tester XI9201, is it going to the genius level 2 trial? If you refuse, you will

leave the Shiman Tower."

The voice in the sky rang.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, then shook his head: "Leave the Shiman Tower."

Just one black stone man, let Lu Yuan use his best, 10 black stone man is not

as simple as one plus one equals two.

With Lu Yuan's current strength, there is no hope of passing.

Although he really wants the reward of level 2 genius, he is in the trial,
leaving the land of origin, but he will send out the harvest he has now.
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Lu Yuan still knows himself well, and accepting it is the kingly way.

As Lu Yuan's voice just fell, a cloud of white light wrapped Lu Yuan inside and
sent him out of the Shiman Tower.

…………

The Shimen outside the Shiman Tower.

White light flashed, and the sturdy body of Kaman "Iron Axe" emerged.

At this moment, his armor is full of cracks, his mouth is open, and he is

breathing heavily.

However, his eyes are shining with joy.

After seeing Kaman come out, several kobolds' eyes lit up and greeted them.

"My lord! You are out!"

Kaman glanced at several kobolds, then looked around.

The genetic warrior near is also looking at his direction at the moment.

Kaman didn't care, and said, "Go ahead!"

He brought a group of kobolds back to the place where the kobolds had
gathered.

Kaman glanced around and slowly said:

"How is the situation now? Pingxing, Sun Qian and they haven't come out

yet?"

"Yes, my lord, there are two well-known strong men who have come out now:
"Blood Swordsman" Miqiu and "Sledgehammer" Wang Lang. No one else has

come out."

Kaman nodded, and said, "Is there anything abnormal?"



Hearing this, a group of kobolds glanced at each other, and a gray-haired
kobold spoke:

"During our trial, someone enters the elite trial, and the ruins space will notify

it, not the name, but the trial number."

Kaman grinned when he heard the words: "It's interesting, how many people

have reported it now?"

"There are 37 people who have entered the Elite Trial so far, and one of them

has entered the Genius Trial. The serial number is XI9201."

When he heard this, Kaman was taken aback, a little stunned.

"XI9201? Trial of genius?!"

All the kobolds saw Kaman's stunned look, and their hearts sank.

They understood that Kaman probably did not enter the trial of genius.

Kaman's face gradually became gloomy, and the air fell silent. Several kobolds
looked at each other, all of them bowed their heads and did not dare to speak.

was silent, Kaman slowly said:

"Trial of genius... how is it possible?! Although the dark gray stone man in the

elite trial is not strong, but the defense is not weak, it takes a little effort to kill.
There are 100 dark gray stone men in the third-level elite trial. This is very
difficult. It takes a lot of spiritual power to pass that level. The third-level elite
trial is followed by the fourth-level elite trial, but there are 1000 dark gray

stone men in the fourth-level elite trial. It is difficult to hit even with spiritual

potions Killing so many Dark Greystone talents is right! How could anyone

pass the Level 4 Elite Trial?!"

Kaman groaned, then suddenly turned his head to look around:

"Do you know who has entered the elite trial?"



The gray-haired kobold was taken aback and said: "This...not clear. After all,
some trialers are lone travelers, and they don't tell others their true
information. Even if they pass the elite trial, it is difficult to find out. There is
also the possibility of failing in the trial and leaving the place of origin, so it is
even more difficult to find. Especially for the XI9201, the difficulty of the

genius trial may be extremely high, and it is unlikely that he will come out

alive."

"No matter how difficult it is, you have to check it out! Be sure to find out who
is that XI9201!"

"Yes!"

Just as Kaman ordered the Greyhound kobold, another white light flashed
outside the door of the Shiman Tower.

A cat woman with white hair appeared.

As soon as she appeared, all the cat people in the cat people camp had their

eyes lit up.

A few cat warriors greeted him.

"Pingxing-sama!"

Pingxing also had some damage marks on his leather armor at this moment,
but the damage marks were much less than that of Kaman, and even his breath
did not change much.

She nodded to the cat warriors, and walked back into the cat camp.

"How is the situation now? Are there any abnormalities in the ruins?"

A somewhat obese cat with orange ears rubbed his hands, smiled and said:

"There is an abnormal situation. A tester numbered XI9201 started the genius

test. We don't know if it is you, Lord Pingxing."



Pingxing heard the words, his pupils shrank: "A genius trial?"

Then, she shook her head: "It's not me."

She frowned slightly, looked around, and then retracted her gaze:

"How many people still haven't come out?"

"It is hard to estimate. Those who fail the trial will die, and death will leave

the place of origin, and we can't judge how many people are still trying."

calmed down and narrowed his eyes, with a look of shock in his eyes:

"Someone can pass the 4th level elite trial?! How is it possible? At the trainee

level, besides His Royal Highness Ye Ye, is there any genius who can kill

1,000 dark gray stone men?"

She took a deep breath and said:

"Staring at the people who come out next, carefully check who the XI9201 is.
If you can start the genius trial, you must be an extraordinary powerhouse. If
you are a cat, cultivate with all your strength, if it is another race... Try to

make friends, if you can't If you make good friends, then restrict his growth."

"Yes!"

Not long after, one trial after another left the Shiman Tower.

Some people have returned to their own forces, and there are also powerful

lone travelers. After a glance at the surroundings, they enter the crowd.

Not long after, there was another white light flashing, and Lu Yuan's body
emerged.

As soon as he appeared, he felt a large group of eyes gathered.

Lu Yuan glanced around and found that a large number of genetic warriors
were looking at him.



He raised his eyebrows.

Is it because I'm too handsome?

Isn't it?

At the very least, the aesthetics of kobolds must be different from that of

humans, so why do they look at me like this.

Lu Yuan's face was indifferent, and he walked towards the human group.

As soon as they walked into the human area, Zhuo Ming and the blond youth

greeted them.

Zhuo Ming smiled, excitedly said:

"Brother Yuan! You came out? I knew you would definitely be able to come

out alive! How about? You must have broken into the elite trial, right?"

Lu Yuan nodded and said with a smile: "We did break in."

Hearing this, the blond young man admired:

"Brother Yuan, you are so good that you only awakened in such a short time

and broke into the elite trial. If you give you time, even if it is a genius trial,
you might be able to enter."

Zhuo Ming and several others also nodded in agreement.

Zhuo Ming opened his mouth and said: "Yes! If you awakened last year, you
would be able to try this genius! By the way, Brother
Yuan~www.mtlnovel.com~ Do you know that someone really broke into the

genius test? Lian! Wow, that's too fierce! I don't know who it is."

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, but he felt a little weird.

Someone broke into the genius trial?

Could it be him?



But he started the trial of genius himself, how would they know?

Lu Yuan asked with some doubts:

"There is such a powerful person?! You don't know who that person is? How

did you know that someone broke into the genius trial?"

"Because the ruins space will broadcast it, every time someone breaks into the

elite trial, the trial number will be announced. When entering the genius trial,
there will be thunder, which shocked me a lot."

Lu Yuan: "……"

Good fellow, this relic space actually has a broadcasting function?

Fortunately, no name was reported.

Zhuo Ming sighed:

"I'm really curious about who it is that he started the genius trial without

saying a word. You must know that among so many genetic warriors here, 37
have entered the elite trial, and only that one has entered the genius trial. !too
strong."

Lu Yuan nodded in agreement:

"Really very strong, I am afraid he is a very talented genius? Maybe he looks

handsome?"

The blond youth twitched the corners of his mouth and smiled:

"I always thought that Brother Yuan was handsome enough and talented

enough. I didn't expect that there would be even stronger geniuses."

Lu Yuan smiled: "There are people outside the world, and there are days

outside the world. There are more talents than me, I am very ordinary."

Zhuo Ming looked at Lu Yuan with black lines: "... Brother Yuan, you seem to

have a problem with the definition of ordinary."



Lu Yuan was taken aback: "Is there?"

The blonde youth and others nodded together: "Very."
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